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ABSTRACT 
Fraud emails have become common problem in recent years. Fraud emails are a real threat to internet 

communication. In this paper, hybrid features are used for detecting fraud emails to determine how fast they have 

classified fraud emails and normal emails. Instead of hybrid feature,  only content as a feature can also be used  but 

most of the phishing email has similar content as normal email, so detection of phishing email is more complex and 

these approaches cannot give the higher rate classification. Hybrid feature selection approach based on combination 

of content based and header information. It  presents an overview of the various techniques presently used to detect 

phishing email. 
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     Introduction 
Now a days phishing attack growing significantly in 

each year. In phishing attack, attacker sends a mail 

that has a link in which when user clicks on that link, 

the users have to fill information like account details, 

password etc. on that page. After user fills the 

information it directly can be accessed by the attacker 

and there will be misuse of the private information. 

There are different types of fraud email: [1] 

1. Spam email 

The Spam emails are sent for different intensions, 

mainly by advertisement popup. The Spam emails are 

usually sent into bulk. These emails are not as much 

harmful as phishing emails are. That type of mail 

cause the more CPU usage time and wastes the 

resources. 

2. Suspicious email 

Suspicious emails are another category of fraud 

email. Suspicious emails are those which contain 

some materials which are worth analysis. Suspicious 

email may contain some clues regarding some 

malicious activities. 

3. Phishing email 

The detection of phishing email is hard problem 

because phishing emails are normally same as 

legitimate emails. In phishing email, Phisher 

(attacker) is sending an email which contain some 

link when user click on that URL (phishing link) the 

phishing web page looks like a legitimate web page, 

in which user have to fill information like personal 

information, account information or password, etc. 

Among the users few users clicks on that URL 

(phishing link) which is embedded on that email 

which is sent by the "phisher". When user fills that 

information it redirects to the attacker and attacker 

can use these information. 

There are different types of phishing email : 

 
Fig 1 Trusted Bank phishing email [9] 

In the first technique, social engineering schemes, It 

depends on forged email claims that appear to 

originate from a legitimate company or bank. 

Through an embedded link within the email, the 

phisher attempt to redirect users to fake websites. 

These fake websites are used for obtaining financial 

data(user names, password, credit card numbers and 

personal information) from victims. 

The second technique involves technical schemes 

that are malicious code or malicious link embedded 

in the email, or by detecting and using security holes 
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in the user's computer to obtain the victim's online 

account information directly. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Phishing Email Detection Techniques 
Subheading should be 10pt Times new Roman, 

justified. 

Many approaches against phishing attacks have been 

proposed in the literature. These protection 

approaches against phishing attacks are discussed 

below: 

A. Network level protection 

Network level protection based approach is used for 

allowing a website administrator to block messages 

that usually send fraud emails. Some websites are 

defined as a blacklist. So when these types of website 

are detected, tool that is describe below gives pop-up 

alert. An attacker or phisher can avoid this protection 

technique by controlling legitimate user’s PCs or by 

continuously changing IP addresses. 

Snort is open source software also employed at the 

network level. Rules in Snort are constantly updated 

to maintain protection. [19] 

 
Comparison of the two phishing attack detection tools at 

the network level is presented in Table 1 

Tool Description Advantages Disadva

ntages 

Domain 

name 

system 

blacklists 

Database 

used by 

internet 

service 

providers 

 

An updates 

list of 

offending 

addresses 

 

Phisher 

can 

easily 

evade 

 

Snort 

 

Heuristic/rule 

engine 

 

Good at 

detecting 

level attacks 

 

-Rule 

require 

manual 

adjustm

ents 

- Does 

not look 

at 

content 

of 

message 

Table 1 Tool used at network level phishing email 

protection 

 

    B. Authentication 

Authentication based approaches for confirming that 

the email sent is from valid path and domain name is 

not form blacklist / not spoofed by phisher. 

Email authentication is done by sending the hash of 

the password with the domain name using digital 

signature and password hashing.  PGP and S/MIME 

are examples of digital signature technologies.  

 

C. Client side tools 

Tools that used on the client side include user profile 

filters and browser-based toolbars. 

Spoof Guard, Net Craft[16], Calling ID[17], Cloud 

Mark[18], eBay toolbar and IE phishing filter are 

some of the client side tools. They include a study of 

phishing and attack by detecting phishing  ”Web 

browsers” directly. 

Client side tools which is used for domain checks, 

URL check, input, page content and algorithms. 

These tools, which are designed and trained, using 

typical prototypes of phishing website URLs, a 

dialog box is used for warning.  

These tools also depend on black- listing and white-

listing, which is a technique used to prevent phishing 

attacks by checking URL embedded in emails or by 

checking the website directly. 

 In the Mozilla Firefox browser, each Web page 

selected by a user is tested against a blacklist of well-

known phishing Websites.  

In the black-listing process, a list of the detected 

phishing Websites is automatically downloaded to 

the user machine with updates at standard intervals. 

The average threat time of an online phishing 

Website is three days and sometimes the sites are 

blacklisted within a few hours. However, this 

technique does require time for a new phishing 

Website to be reported and added to the blacklist. 

Blacklisting can also produce false negatives and 

miss many phishing emails; therefore, it is not 

particularly effective. Blacklists are ineffective in 

protecting users from ’fresh’ phishing email, as most 

of them blocked less than 20% of phish at hour zero. 

White-listing is a collection of “good” URL 

compared to outside links in receiving incoming 

emails. It appears more promising, however, 

producing a list of trustworthy sources is time-

consuming, and it is a huge task. Two problems 

encountered by this technique are its producing a 

high number of false positives, allowing phish to get 

through, and its filtering of ham emails. Therefore, 

white-listing is not effective enough to be used for 

detecting phishing attacks.  

Black-listing and white-listing techniques are very 

weak to work with technology changes (like IPV4 

versus IPV6, tiny URLs, etc.). Moreover, most of 

users do not give attention to the warning dialogs. 

Due to above mentioned weaknesses; these 

techniques are not an effective solution to detect zero 

day attack. 

D. User education 
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User education, based on social response approaches, 

depend on increasing the level of awareness and 

education about phishing attacks. 

Approach offers online information about the risks of 

phishing attacks, and how to keep away from this 

attack. These materials are frequently published by 

the governments, non-profit organizations from 

trading platforms, such as eBay, Amazon, and Bank 

of America to financial enterprise. 

After such training, users can able to detect phishing 

email. Training system provides a warning along 

with active items using text and graphics.  

E. Server side filters and classifiers 

Server side filters, based on content-based filtering 

approaches, are considered as the best option for zero 

day attacks. Therefore, most researchers try to solve 

zero day attack from this side. This depends on an 

extracted set of phishing email features. These 

features are trained on machine-learning algorithms 

by classifier to classify as ham (legitimate) email or 

phishing email. After that, this classifier may be used 

on an email to predict the class of newly received 

emails. For their product advertisement, Spammeruse 

the internet and sends a spam mail to the huge 

number of user. Phishing emails are normally looking 

like a normal mail and look like that it comes from 

the trustworthy companies. Therefore, many 

techniques used in spam detection cannot be used in 

phishing email detection.  

 

2.1 Feature selection for detecting phishing email: 

The below figure shows that normally email contain 

two parts: 

Header: It contains sender and receiver information 

Body: It contains content of the email 

 
Fig 3 Email structure for feature selection [13] 

 

Feature selection set is classified into three sets for 

detecting phishing email. That is given below [9]: 

1) Basic Features: That is directly extracted from 

email without any processing. It also categorized into 

different sets, That are as follows 

structure of email body. 

embedded in an email, Number of link with IP, 

Number of URL visible to user, number of links 

behind an image, number of dots in a link and so on. 

email such as HTML, scripting (JavaScript and any 

other) 

detecting phishing email and classified by Boolean 

features, whether it occurs in email or not. Word 

stems such as account, update, confirm, verify, log, 

clicks and so on. 

2) Latent topic model features: Cluster of words that 

appear together in email. The words “click” and 

“account” often appear together. Classified based on 

different categories like financial, family etc. 

Author

s 

Nu

mb

er 

of 

feat

ure

s 

Feature 

Approach 

Sample Accuracy 

Fette et 

al 

 

10 

 

URL and 

script 

Based 

 

Phishing -

860 

Non 

phishing -

6950 

 

97.6% F-

measure 

and false  

positive 

rate of 

0.13% 

and  

a false 

negative 

rate of 

3.6%. 

 

Abu-

Nihme

h et al 

 

43 

 

Keyword 

Based 

 

1700 

legitimate 

emails and 

1700 

phishing 

emails 

 

F-

measure 

of 90%. 

 

Basnet 

et al 

 

16 

 

URL and 

content 

based 

 

4000 

emails 

legitimate 

and 973 

phishing 

emails 

 

highest 

accuracy 

of 

97.99% 

with 

BSVM 

and NN. 
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Toolan 

et al. 

 

22 

 

Behavioral 

based 

 

Total 

dataset 

6097 

Non-

phishing 

70% and 

spam 30% 

 

dataset1:

97% 

dataset2:

84% 

dataset3:

79% 

f1-score 

of 

99.31%  

 

Amma

r et al. 

 

16 

 

HTML part 

and URL 

based 

 

1000 

Datasets 

 

error 

rates of 

0.13and 

0.12 

 

Bergho

lz et al 

 

27 Model 

based 

 

5000 

Datasets 

 

f1-score 

of 

 99.46%. 

 

Mayan

kpande

y et al. 

 

23 Content 

based 

 

2500 

phishing 

and non-

phishing 

emails. 

 

classifers 

GP 

 achieved 

good 

 accuracy 

with  

feature 

selection  

and 

without  

feature 

selection  

compare 

to others 

 

Isredza

Rahmi 

et al.  

 

7 Hybrid 

features 

 

6923 

datasets 

 

96% 

accuarcy  

and 4% 

False 

 positive 

and  

False 

Negative  

rate. 

 

Mingxi

ng He 

et al 

 

12 Content 

and URL 

based  

Dataset1 

:100 login 

pages 

Dataset2:1

00 phishing 

web pages 

and 100 

normal web 

pages 

high 

detection 

 rate and 

low 

 false 

positive 

 rate 

 

 

Sarwat

Nizam

ani et 

al 

 Content 

based 

Total 8000 

emails 

2500 

emails are 

fraudulent 

Accuracy 

96% 

 

3. Phishing email evaluation methods:[10] 

1. True Positive (TP): The number of phishing email 

correctly classified as phishing: 

TP= np --> p/ Np 

2. True Negative (TN): The number of ham emails 

correctly classified as phishing: 

TN=nh --> h / Nh 

3. False positive (FP): The number of ham email 

wrongly classified as phishing: 

FP=nh --> p / Nh 

4. False Negative (FN): The number of phishing 

emails wrongly classified as ham: 

FN=nh --> h / Np 

5. Precision (p): Measures the rate of correctly 

detected phishing attacks in relation to all instances 

that                      were detected as phishing 

p= |TP| / (|TP|+|FP|) 

6. Recall(r): Measures the rate of correctly detected 

phishing attacks in relation to all existing phishing  

           attacks. 

r= |TP| / (|TP|+|FN|) 

7. F1 score: Harmonic mean of P and R. 

f1= (2p.r) / (p+r) 

8. Accuracy: The percentage of correct prediction 

[12] 

Accuracy = (|TP| + |TN|) / (|TP| + |TN| + |FP| + |FN|) 

 

whereNh = total number of ham emails 

nh-->h = number of ham emails classified as ham 

nh-->p = number of ham emails misclassified as 

phishing 

Np = total number of phishing emails 

np-->h = number of phishing email misclassified as 

ham 

np-->p number of phishing emails classified as 

phishing emails 

 

3.1 Techniques used 

1) Methods based on Bag-of-Words model: This 

method is a phishing email filter that considers the 

input data to be a formless set of words that can be 

implemented either on a portion or on the entire 

email message. It is based in machine learning 

classifier algorithms. 

 Some classifiers and approaches related to this 

method appear below. 
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A. Support vector machine (SVM) [12]: One of the 

most commonly used classifier in phishing email 

detection. In 2006, the SVM classifier was proposed 

for phishing email filtering. SVM worked based on 

training email samples and a pre-defined 

transformation θ: Rs→ F, which builds a map from 

features to produce a transformed feature space, 

storing the email samples of the two classes with a 

hyper plane in the transformed feature space shown 

in Figure 4.  

 Fig: 4 Support Vector Machine  

B. K-NearestNeighbor (k-NN): Classifier proposed 

for phishing email filtering. Using this classifier, the 

decision is made as follows: based on k-nearest 

training input, samples are chosen using a pre-defined 

similarity function; after that, the email x is labeled 

as belonging to the same class as the bulk among this 

set of k sample (Figure 5) 

C. Naive bays classifier: Simple probabilistic 

classifier, which works based on Bayes’ theorem with 

powerful “naive” independence assumptions Ganger 

[9]. This classifier, used in text classification, can be 

a learning-based variant of keyword filtering. To 

ensure preciseness, all features are statistically 

independent.  

D. Boosting: a boosting algorithm combines many 

hypotheses like “One-level decision trees.” The main 

idea of this algorithm depends on sequential 

adjustments at each phase of the classification 

process where a fragile (not very accurate) learner is 

trained. The output results of each phase are used to 

reweigh the data for future stages. The larger weight 

is assigned to the input samples that are misclassified. 

Term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF- 

IDF) is use for word weights, as features for the 

clustering. The document frequency of the word w is 

implemented by DF(w) which is defined as the 

number of email messages in the collected data set 

where the word w appears in the document at least 

once as shown in the formula [20]. 

Wxy = TFxy ·logx 

Where Wxy is the weight of xth Word in the yth 

document (email), TFxy is the occurrences number of 

the xth word (w) in the yth document (email), DFx is 

the number of email messages in which the ith word 

(w) occurs, and S, as above, is the total number of 

messages in the training dataset. 

 

Bag-of-Words model has many limitations. It is 

implemented with a large number of features, 

consumes memory and time, and mostly works with a 

supervised learning algorithm. Furthermore, it is not 

effective with zero day attack. 

 

2)Multi Classifiers Algorithms [10]: These 

approaches in general depend on comparison 

between sets of classifiers.  

Presently, more and more research has used new 

classifier algorithms like Random Forests (RF). RFs 

are classifiers which merge several tree predictors, 

where each tree depends on the values of a random 

Vector sampled separately, and can handle large 

numbers of variables in a data set. 

Another algorithm, Logistic Regression (LR), is one 

of the most widely used statistical models in several 

fields for binary data prediction. It used because of its 

simplicity. 

Neural Networks (NNet) classifiers, which consist of 

three layers (input layer, hidden layer, and output 

layer), gains the requisite knowledge by training the 

system with both the input and output of the preferred 

problem. The network is refined until results have 

reached acceptable accuracy levels as shown in 

Figure 6. 

 

 
Fig:6 Neural network 

The power of NNet comes from the nonlinearity of 

the hidden neuron layers. Nonlinearity is important 

for the network learning of complex mappings. 

Sigmoid function is the commonly-used function in 

neural networks. Abu-Nimeh et al. [10] compared six 

classifiers relating to machine learning technique for 

phishing prediction, namely, Bayesian Additive 

Regression Trees (BART), LR  SVM, RF, NNet, and 

Classification and Regression Trees (CART). 

 

3) Classifiers model based features: These 

approaches build full models that are able to create 
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new features with many adaptive algorithms and 

classifiers to produce the final results.  

 

4) Clustering of phishing email: Clustering is the 

process of defining data grouped together according 

to similarity. It is usually an unsupervised machine 

learning algorithm. 

 

Technique 

used 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Methods 

based on Bag 

–of –words 

model 

-Build good 

scanner between 

user’s mail 

transfer 

Agent(MTA) 

and mail user 

Agent(MUA) 

-Huge no. of 

features 

consumes 

memory 

-mostly working 

with supervised 

learning 

algorithm 

-fixed rules 

-weak detection 

of zero-day 

attack 

Multi 

classifiers 

algorithms 

-provide clear 

idea about the 

effective level 

of each 

classifier on 

phishing email 

-Nonstandard 

classifier 

-Mostly working 

with supervised 

learning 

-weak in zero 

day detection 

Classifier 

Model based 

features 

-High level of 

accuracy 

-create new type 

of feature like 

Markov features 

-huge number of 

feature 

-time consuming 

-Higher cost 

Clustering of 

phishing 

email 

-Fast in 

classification 

process 

-Less accuracy 

Multi-layer 

system 

-High level 

accuracy 

-Time 

consuming 

 

CONCLUSION 
Phishing emails have become common problem in 

recent years. Phishing is a type of attack in which 

victims sent emails into which users have to provide 

sensitive information and then it directly sent to the 

phisher. So detection of that type of email is 

necessary. There are many techniques for detecting 

phishing email but there is some limitation like 

accuracy is low, content can be same as legitimate 

email so cannot be detected, detection rate is not 

high. So some advance method is required. To 

overcome that limitation, hybrid feature selection can 

be applied. The features are based header information 

and URL. By using header information, sender’s 

behavior can be analyzed. By applying this approach 

in future, the accuracy and detection rate can be 

measured. 
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